
Shall

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I _______________ any action for assault and battery.1. (not/bring)shan't bring

_______________ you if I am?2. (I/suit/?)Shall I suit

I _____________________ it all.3. (go/and/leave)shall go and leave

She ______________ the satisfaction of spoiling my life.4. (not/have)shan't have

I _______________ to tell them of their danger.5. (hasten)shall hasten

I ____________ you soon, my friend.6. (see)shall see

The girls __________________ any more.7. (not/steal)shall not steal

If I find time, I _____________ too.8. (come)shall come

Only give orders that the entrance to the cave shall be guarded, so that
when he is once in he ____________________ again.
9.

(not/get out)shall not get out

I don't know what I ___________ yet.10. (be)shall be

It demands that we _________________ alternately with our opposing
tendencies in continual see-saw of passion and disgust, but seek some path
on which the tendencies shall no longer oppose, but serve each other to a
common end.

11.

(not/live)

shall not live

I feel sure I ____________ the book.12. (win)shall win

First, this box is at present in my hands, and though I am generally
accustomed to respect the rights of property, I must assure you that, in the
present instance, I ___________________ the box until its contents have
served my purpose.

13.

(not/return)
shall not return

If, in the consideration of their armies, we pass from their discipline to
their numbers, we _________________ it easy to define them with any
tolerable accuracy.

14.

(not/find)
shall not find

You ___________________ because I leave Agra.15. (not/suffer)shall not suffer
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Heaven and earth __________________, but my words
______________________.
16.

(pass away) (not/pass away)
shall pass away

shall not pass away

A. I'm afraid that I ___________________ that without a specimen to
copy from.
17.

(not/manage)
shall not manage

I ________________ him when he comes.18. (not/see)shall not see

But you _____________ your way of it.19. (have)shall have

I say, ___________________?20. (what/we/do/?)what shall we do
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